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Summary

Fusion could be a part of future decarbonized electricity systems, but it will
need to compete with other technologies. In particular, pulsed tokamak plants
have a unique operational mode, and evaluating which characteristics make
them economically competitive can help select between design pathways. Using
a capacity expansion and operations model, we determined cost thresholds for
pulsed tokamaks to reach a range of penetration levels in a future decarbonized
US Eastern Interconnection. The required capital cost to reach a fusion capacity
of 100GW varied from $3000 to $7200 kW−1, and the equilibrium penetration
increases rapidly with decreasing cost. The value per unit power capacity de-
pends on the variable operational cost and on the cost of its competition, par-
ticularly fission, much more than on the pulse cycle parameters. These findings
can therefore provide initial cost targets for fusion more generally in the United
States.

Keywords: nuclear fusion, tokamaks, capacity expansion, technology
assessment

1. Introduction

Technology for the production of electrical power via nuclear fusion is under
development by governments and private companies around the world1. In fu-
sion reactors, light atomic nuclei undergo exothermic reactions in a hot plasma,
and the kinetic energy of the products heats a working fluid2 or is converted
directly to electrical energy3. Fusion would be a firm energy resource4 without
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operational CO2 emissions, and could contribute to the deep decarbonization
of the electricity sector in the United States and elsewhere. However, even if
fusion’s physics and engineering challenges are overcome, there are many other
technologies for electricity production. Fusion will need to compete economi-
cally with these other technologies in order to be part of the US energy mix.
Within fusion itself there are multiple reactor concepts, with wide plausible
ranges for operational parameters. While it is difficult to determine the cost
of a particular design when much of the underlying technology has yet to be
developed, it is possible to set cost targets by determining the value of a design
with a particular set of operational parameters in a simulated future electric-
ity system. This value-driven approach5–7 can help to determine which fusion
concepts or technology pathways would be most useful when deployed alongside
future competing and complementary energy technologies.

There have been general studies on markets for fusion energy8, on fusion
costing9,10, its integration into energy systems11, and on the value of fusion
for future electricity systems in Europe12. However, this work is the first in
which plants with fusion-specific operational constraints have been integrated
into a temporally-resolved system-scale model. This allows for investigation of
the costs of these constraints and of how fusion interacts with other resources
on an hour-by-hour basis. This is also the first study of the equilibrium value
of fusion at various levels of capacity penetration for the United States, and the
first investigation of the value of integrated thermal storage for fusion plants in
an hourly model.

In this study we used GenX, an electricity system capacity expansion model,
to capture the operational and economic interactions between fusion plants and
a number of competing energy technologies in simulated future electricity sys-
tems13. GenX is a linear optimization model that identifies an optimal set of
energy technology deployment, retirement, and operational decisions to mini-
mize total electricity system cost over a specified planning horizon. As is done
in real power systems, GenX solves an ‘economic dispatch’14 problem that dis-
patches grid assets so as to minimize the cost of exactly meeting electricity
demand at every hour over the course of a modeled year, subject to a number
of operational constraints. GenX and similar capacity expansion models also
capture the declining value of energy technologies with increasing deployment,
arriving at a long-run economic equilibrium in which each non-constrained tech-
nology’s marginal cost equals its marginal value to the system. This reflects the
assumption that an effective central planner will only make investments that
reduce the total cost of serving electricity demand, or equivalently that devel-
opers in a deregulated market will continue to deploy a given technology until
marginal capacity additions become unprofitable. Capturing both these short-
and long-run system-level interactions is necessary in order to accurately assess
market sizes and cost targets for an emerging energy technology like fusion.

There are multiple existing concepts for fusion power plants, including pulsed15–17

and steady-state18 tokamaks, stellarators19–21, laser-driven inertial confinement
devices22,23, magnetized target fusion systems24,25, mirror machines26, field-
reversed configurations27, and Z-pinches28,29. For the present study we devel-
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oped an abstracted operational model for a fusion plant using a pulsed toka-
mak design that could be linearized and implemented in GenX (see Sections 2
and Note S3). The tokamak was chosen because it is the most mature fusion
concept—ITER30, DEMO31, and one of the largest private fusion companies
employ it—and because it has the most general set of performance characteris-
tics when examined with hourly resolution.

Tokamaks confine a hot plasma in a toroidal chamber using magnetic fields,
some externally imposed, and some produced by an electric current flowing
through the plasma. Pulsed tokamaks use magnetic induction from a component
called the central solenoid32 (CS) to drive this current. During the ‘flat-top’ of
the plasma pulse, which is typically designed to last half an hour33 to several
hours31, a constant rate of change in magnetic flux in the CS drives a constant
voltage (and current) in the plasma. The flat-top is when most of the fusion
occurs, which generates heat. The CS has a maximum magnetic flux that it
can hold, and the plasma cannot be sustained without a driving voltage, so the
flat-top must end. During the following ‘dwell period’, typically a fraction of an
hour, the solenoid and other systems are reset, and no fusion occurs. Restarting
the plasma requires significant electrical power, with peak levels, for seconds or
minutes, comparable to the output capacity of the plant34, which would likely
be buffered by some storage on-site. The net output of the plant therefore varies
over the pulse cycle. While this study focuses on pulsed tokamaks, the range of
performance characteristics considered can represent a wide range of potential
alternative concepts.

We used the fusion model as implemented in GenX to study the value
and role of fusion power in a decarbonized US Eastern Interconnection circa
the 2040s, optimizing electricity technology investments and hourly operations
across 20 model zones to minimize total system cost. In order to understand the
design space of model tokamaks, we varied their behavior from pulsed to nearly
steady-state, and varied the variable operations and maintenance cost to reflect
uncertainty in the costs of replaceable components such as the blanket and di-
vertor. We explored the inclusion of integrated thermal storage with a range
of capacity costs, and we varied assumptions about the cost and availability of
other resources to understand the sensitivity of fusion’s value to these market
uncertainties and how fusion interacts with these resources. In the present
work we optimized the electricity system with respect to an exogenously fixed
total fusion capacity, using GenX outputs to calculate the cost threshold at
which fusion could achieve this level of deployment. See the Methods section
for a more detailed description of the procedure used to identify cost thresholds.
The GenX model as configured for this study includes the following constraints:

• zero direct carbon emissions from electricity system operations;

• a ‘capacity reserve margin’ policy to ensure sufficient generation capacity
in a number of reliability regions;

• supply curves reflecting resource constraints on solar and wind power in
each zone;
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Figure 1: [Model fusion plant composition and operation.] Part (a): Fusion plant diagram.
Parts (b) and (c) show qualitatively the unresolved, sub-hourly structure of the plasma pulse
and recirculating power flows in the pulsed tokamak fusion core. These plots provide one
interpretation for the mathematical models implemented; in reality there would be additional
structure and detail34. Part (b) plots the pcore,th, the thermal power generated by a core
with a total pulse cycle time tpu = 2h and a dwell time tdw = 0.5 h. It also shows, in gray,
the gross hourly electric power generated if thermal storage is not employed, pbinnedgross,el. Part

(c) shows the three types of recirculating power: passive, active and the startup power. The
associated startup energy fraction is also labeled, estart.

• operational constraints for thermal generators that specify a minimum
output level while committed, limits on how often plants can cycle on or
off, and maximum power ramp rates;

• limits on the expansion of transmission lines between zones and losses
when power is transmitted between zones;

• a fusion reactor core which can operate flexibly, without limits on thermal
cycling;

• no maintenance scheduling or unscheduled outages for fusion nor other
resources;

• no other specific policies, subsidies or external regulations.

Across a range of fusion plant designs and market scenarios, we find that reach-
ing 100GW of fusion capacity (which is about 10% of the peak demand, and
similar to the present-day US fission fleet capacity) requires that the capital cost
of the plant falls below $3000/kW to $7200/kW of net electric output capacity.
Roughly half of this range results from the space of internal fusion operational
parameters, and half from uncertainty in the cost and performance of competing
generation and storage technologies in future electricity markets. The former
half can be mostly attributed to the variation in the marginal cost of net gener-
ation, rather than to the variation in operational constraints such as the pulse
length. This implies that the results should generalize from pulsed tokamaks to
other concepts, and simplifies prediction of the value of a design in a given sce-
nario. Between scenarios, the value of fusion differs in large part because of the
differing costs of fission, and fusion’s competition with other resources becomes
significant only after fission has been displaced. Including the option to build
thermal storage increases the value of the fusion core by up to $1000/kW, and
in some scenarios, adding thermal storage increases the relative value of solar
and wind.

2. A representation of pulsed tokamaks for electricity systems mod-
eling

For this study we developed a fusion plant model for integration into GenX.
Figure 1 part (a) illustrates the modeled components of the plant. There are
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three parts: a fusion core which takes in parasitic ‘recirculating’ power from the
grid and makes heat, an (optional) thermal storage system (TSS), which stores
heat between hourly periods, and a power conversion system (PCS) that takes
heat from the core or the TSS and generates electricity for the grid.

Parts (b) and (c) illustrate the operation of the core which is then binned
into hourly increments. The core operates on cycles of length tpu, an integer
number of hours. During the first hourly period it rests for the ‘dwell period’
tdw, a fraction of an hour during which time it generates no heat. Plasma
ramp-up and ramp-down periods are not explicitly accounted for since they
are typically much shorter than an hour; these could be modeled by adjusting
the length of the dwell period. While the core is operating it generates a peak
thermal power pcore,th. This corresponds to a peak gross electric power pgross,el =
ηdischargepcore,th where ηdischarge is the thermal efficiency of the PCS. If there
is no thermal storage system, the heat generated in an hourly period must be
converted to electrical energy during the same period; the gross electric power
pbinnedgross,el therefore varies from hour to hour.

The recirculating electrical power, shown in (c), is described by four di-
mensionless parameters which denote fractions of the peak gross electric power:
rpass, ract, estart, and rstart. The passive recirculating power rpasspgross,el is
drawn regardless of the core’s status, the active recirculating power ractpgross,el
is drawn proportionally to the fraction of the hour during which the core oper-
ates, and the start energy estartpgross,el h (where h is one hour) is a fixed quantity
required for each core start. The start power level rstartpgross,el models a brief
peak power draw from outside the plant. It does not enter into the recirculating
power calculation; rather, spare power capacity must be available in the same
zone during the hour that the core starts.

A final parameter for the core is πV OM,th, the variable operations and main-
tenance (OM) cost of generating a quantity of heat from the core. This repre-
sents the cost of replacements for the blanket and divertor, which are assumed
to need replacement after being bombarded with a certain quantity of neutrons;
neutron exposure is proportional to heat generated in the core. Damage due
to accumulation of thermal cyclic fatigue is not explicitly modeled. However,
since the fusion plants generally operate near their peak capacity, costs of ther-
mal cyclic fatigue accumulated during successively-pulsed operation could be
incorporated into the variable operational cost.

The PCS has five main parameters: the thermal efficiency ηdischarge; the
capital cost πinvest; the fixed OM cost πFOM ; and the variable OM cost πV OM ,
which is accrued in proportion to the gross electric power generated; and the
minimum output level ρmin. The thermal storage system (TSS) has only one
parameter, the storage capacity investment cost, which is varied between specific
cases. For simplicity, we assume no efficiency losses associated with the thermal
storage, nor costs associated specifically with maximum inflow or outflow rates.

From the parameters of the core and PCS, one can calculate several derived
quantities: factive, the fraction of the time that the core can be active; fnetavgcap,
the ratio of the time-averaged net electric power produced to the gross electric
power generation capacity; frecirc, the fraction of the gross electric power which
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Table 1: Reference pulsed tokamak models used for this study.

Pessimistic Mid-range Optimistic

Core parameters
tpu 2 4 1 h
tdw 0.15 0.15 0.063 h
ract 0.2 0.1 0.014
rpass 0.2 0.1 0.027
rstart 0.2 0.1 0
estart 0.05 0.025 0
πV OM,th 5 3 1 $/MWhth

Power conversion system parameters
ηdischarge 0.4
ρmin 0.4
πinvest 750 $/kWe

πFOM 18.75 $/kWeyr
πV OM 1.74 $/MWhe

Derived quantities
factive 0.925 0.9625 0.9375
fnetavgcap 0.515 0.76 0.897
frecirc 0.44 0.21 0.043
Qeng 1.26 3.76 22.4
πV OM,total 26 12 4.4 $/MWhe

is used by the plant itself; Qeng, the ratio of the net power output to the recircu-
lating power; and πV OM,total, the total cost of generating a unit of net electrical
energy. Formulas for these are given in the Methods section.

The fusion plants in this study are based on one of three reference designs,
listed in Table 1. These are labeled pessimistic, mid-range, and optimistic, based
on their core parameters and especially their resulting VOM cost πV OM,total.
The pessimistic plant requires a large dwell time between pulses, about 44% of
the gross electric power generated is required to operate the plant34,35, and the
marginal cost of net energy generation πV OM,total is $26/(MWh), closer to that
of a natural gas plant with carbon capture and storage (NG-CCS) than that of
a fission plant.

The optimistic plant has a shorter dwell time, recirculating power levels
tenfold lower, and has less costly operation at $4.4/(MWh), half that of fission
plants. A mid-range design has pulse cycle parameters, recirculating power,
and marginal costs of net generation roughly halfway between the optimistic
and pessimistic designs.

All plants share the same PCS design. The assumed capital cost of $750/kW
is a 28% reduction, based on an economy of scale, from the ‘Power cycle’ cost
of the Molten Salt Power Tower in the 2018 NREL System Advisor Model36:
see Table 3 of Turchi37. The thermal conversion efficiency is ηdischarge = 0.4,
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and the variable operations and maintenance cost πV OM = $1.74/(MWh).
The annual fixed OM cost is assumed to be 2.5% of the capital cost; the

same assumption is made for the TSS and the core itself.

3. Cost targets for fusion plants without integrated thermal storage

We determined cost thresholds as function of capacity penetration for the
three reference plants in three main scenarios. The three scenarios, termed low,
medium, and high fusion market opportunity, differ in the cost of the available
resources, which are: solar photovoltaics (PV), on- and off-shore wind, fission,
natural gas plants with 100% carbon capture and storage (NG-CCS), plants
burning a zero-carbon fuel such as hydrogen or biomethane in a combined cycle
or combustion turbine (ZCF-CC or ZCF-CT, respectively), lithium-ion batter-
ies and metal-air batteries. The investment costs and operational costs of these
resources, listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, are lowest in the low market op-
portunity scenario and highest in the high market opportunity scenario. All the
scenarios have identical nominal loads, with average and peak values of 600GW
and 1100GW, respectively. One difference is in the quantity of certain loads,
representing electric vehicle charging and residential hot water-heaters, which
can be shifted in time by a few hours: for example, in the low, medium, and
high market opportunity scenarios, 0.9, 0.75, and 0.6, respectively, of the vehicle
charging loads can be delayed by up to 5 hours. See Table S2 for full details.
The three scenarios do not differ in the costs or maximum procurable quantities
of inter-regional transmission. In the high market opportunity scenario, fission
is not built because it is too expensive, and nearly the maximum amount of
transmission is required for the resulting renewables-dominated grid. In cases
in medium and low market opportunity scenarios without fusion, there is about
100GW of fission (see also Figs S35 and S36) and the grid is less limited by
transmission constraints.

Figure 2 shows the cost thresholds for a marginal plant for each plant de-
sign in each scenario, as the fusion capacity penetration is set from 10GW to
350GW. In equilibrium, the capital cost of a plant built to reach a specified
total installed capacity must be equal to or lower than this respective curve. For
a fixed fusion capacity, the cost targets differ between plant designs as much as
they differ between the three market opportunity scenarios. For many of the
curves a small cost decrease leads to much wider adoption: for the mid-range
reactor in the medium opportunity scenario, the two bold points show where a
cost decrease of $500/kW increases the equilibrium fusion capacity from 10GW
to 100GW. This suggests that if the initial cost targets can be met, even shallow
learning curves could lead to a significant fusion capacity.

4. Internal and external drivers of value

Within a given market opportunity scenario, the difference in value between
these pulsed tokamak designs is driven by the difference in the marginal cost
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Figure 2: [Cost thresholds for a marginal unit of fusion capacity as a function of the total
installed fusion capacity.] The cost threshold for a marginal unit of fusion capacity corresponds
to the maximum break-even capital cost for the final fusion plant built to reach a specified
total installed capacity. Results are presented for three reference reactors without integrated
thermal storage and in the three market opportunity scenarios. Annualized costs are 7.8%
of the capital cost per year: see Note S2 for details. The two bold points on the mid-range
core, medium market opportunity scenario curve highlight how a decrease in capital cost of
$500/kW can increase the capacity penetration from 10GW to 100GW. See Figure S9 for
cost thresholds in additional scenarios.

of net generation πV OM,total, and between market opportunity scenarios, by
differences in the costs of competitor resources.

Figure 3(a) plots the three reference plants, along with a gray line represent-
ing a set of idealized plants with no recirculating power or pulse constraints,
but finite VOM costs. All three reference plants lie close to this curve, which
demonstrates that the penalty of pulsed operation is small. The mid-range plant
value (orange star) is just 0.6% below that of the idealized plant with the same
marginal cost of net generation; the pessimistic plant value (green square) is
about 6% lower than that of the equivalent. Its deviation from the curve is
driven largely by the core start power constraint.

Parts (b) and (c) examine the variation in the value of the mid-range plant
as its operational parameters are modified, one at a time, over ranges shown
in the table. After πV OM,th, the two parameters with the largest effect are
the passive and active recirculating power fractions. The slopes of these are
nearly the same as the slope of the curve formed by modifying πV OM,th. This
indicates that these parameters have altered the plant value primarily through
changing the marginal cost of net generation. Modifying the other quantities
yields variations in plant value of less than 3%. When the pulse length is changed
from 4 hours to 1 hour the value decreases due to the increased marginal cost of
net generation, and also due to the increased quantity of power which must be
drawn from the grid; the same value decrease is observed when quadrupling the
core start power at the original pulse length. Since within a given scenario the
plant value is predicted almost entirely by the cost of marginal generation, our
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Figure 3: [Influence of plant operational parameters on the marginal value of fusion.] Part (a):
The marginal value of fusion plants at 100GW of capacity in the medium market opportunity
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the values of a set of plants with an idealized fusion core, which has no pulse constraints or
recirculating power, but finite VOM costs. Parts (b) and (c): as the parameters of a plant
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in plant value is largely due to the variation in the marginal cost of net generation, shown
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Section 2.
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studies should be applicable to assess the value of a wide range of devices, not
only pulsed tokamaks, as part of similar future electricity systems. Given this
finding, much of the further study focuses on plants like the mid-range reference
plant with a modified πV OM,th.

The marginal value of fusion is determined by the resources that it competes
with or complements, and the composition of this set depends on the πV OM,total

of a given fusion plant. Figure 4 shows how the cost thresholds for fusion
at various capacity penetrations vary between the three main scenarios with
the cost of other resources. Particularly at low fusion capacity penetrations,
the cost of fission strongly affects the potential value of fusion: in order for a
fusion plant with a similar πV OM,total to that of fission to be built, it must
have a lower capacity cost. Note that a significant penetration of fusion is
not guaranteed even if neither fission nor natural gas with carbon capture and
storage is available: in additional scenarios with neither (see Fig. S14) fusion
competes with a combination of renewables, storage, and peaker plants burning
zero-carbon fuels, with the last acting as a firm generator.

Figure 5 shows explicitly that (in the medium market opportunity scenario)
fission is the first competitor for any of the three reference plants. In terms of
annual energy production, all three primarily substitute for fission until 100GW
when the latter is fully displaced. Afterward, plants with the optimistic design
displace mainly solar, wind, and batteries, while the pessimistic plant substi-
tutes for more NG-CCS than solar. In systems with fusion plants of the pes-
simistic design, slightly more solar is built at low fusion capacity penetrations,
as recirculating power can be drawn from solar that would have been curtailed.
Integrated thermal storage for fusion plants, discussed in the next section, fur-
ther increases the value of solar and decreases the value of other resources—see
also Figs. S10–S13.

5. Value of plants with thermal storage

Pulsed tokamak designs may require39 an integrated thermal storage system
(TSS) to supply the power conversion system (PCS) with heat during the dwell
period; the PCS typically cannot handle the sudden decline in heat production
associated with the end of the fusion pulse. However, these systems only store
a few core-minutes of heat. We studied the value of adding an inter-hourly TSS
with energy capacity costs similar to those of molten salt between the fusion
core and PCS. We independently optimize the core capacity, storage energy
capacity, and PCS generation capacity in each model zone. This allows for
generators to be oversized relative to their fusion cores, in order to generate
more energy during the most valuable time periods, such as periods of peak
demand and/or minimal wind and solar availability. This section describes the
increase in the value of the core with the option to build storage, and Section 7
describes changes in operational patterns for a plant with storage.

Figure 6 shows the increase in the equilibrium value of the fusion core with
operational parameters like that of the mid-range reference plant, per unit of
capacity, as functions of the marginal cost of net generation πV OM,total and
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the storage capacity cost. Especially for plants in the medium and high fusion
opportunity scenarios, this is a substantial increase in the threshold capital cost
for the plant core. For example, adding TSS at a cost of $22/kWth increases the
value of a mid-range fusion plant’s core at 50GW of penetration by $490/kW,
or about 10%. The option to build storage is more valuable at lower fusion
capacity penetrations because the optimal storage quantity per plant is larger.
This suggests that a TSS could be especially valuable for the first generation
of fusion plants. As fusion penetration increases and the total thermal storage
capacity along with it, the marginal value per unit of additional storage capacity
declines.

The optimal thermal storage system (TSS) duration (Fig. S10) generally
ranges from 2h to 8 h, depending foremost on the storage capacity cost, and
the optimized PCS capacity (Fig. S11) generally ranges from 1.1 to 1.35 times
the amount needed to serve the fusion cores without storage. The durations are
suitable for diurnal storage and allow the PCS to supply increased power during
the night, when the lack of solar power production and overnight demand from
EV charging and electric heat pumps makes electricity more valuable in this
deeply decarbonized energy system.

6. Capacity factors and the value of flexibility

In grids dominated by variable renewables like those in this study, the elec-
tricity price is often zero (in the base cases without fusion, 10-50% of the year,
depending on the scenario and geographic zone); generating electricity from fu-
sion during these hours is not profitable. As shown in Section 4, an increased
variable operations and maintenance (VOM) cost decreases the marginal value
of a plant. Plants with a higher VOM cost are run less frequently, as under
economic dispatch they are typically only called on to generate when electricity
demand is high and plants with lower variable operating costs are already gener-
ating at maximum capacity. Figure 7, parts (a) through (c), show the capacity
factor—the ratio of the fusion plants’ annual net output to their maximum pos-
sible net output—for mid-range-like plants without thermal storage systems in
the three market opportunity scenarios, and for three levels of capacity penetra-
tion. For the 10GW level in the low and medium market opportunity scenarios,
a stepwise decrease in capacity factor occurs if the VOM cost exceeds the vari-
able operating cost of the fission plants. The capacity factor for the fleet can
increase with penetration, as fusion displaces fission.

In plants with passive recirculating power, the capacity factor of the core
is higher than that of the overall plant. In Medium market opportunity cases
with 50GW of fusion, the annual capacity factors of the fusion plants (cores)
are 90% (90%), 84% (86%), or 73% (81%), for plants of optimistic, mid-range,
or pessimistic designs, respectively.

Although fusion plants have generally been considered as ‘baseload’ plants
that run continuously, dispatchable operation (the ability to turn on and off, or
otherwise modulate their power output) adds to their value. In scenarios where
we force fusion plants of the three reference designs to operate at full capacity
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Figure 7: [Fusion plant capacity factors and lcoe.] Top row: capacity factors for mid-range-
like plants with varying VOM costs in the three market opportunity scenarios, for three levels
of capacity penetration, and without a TSS. Bottom row: computed ‘cost of electricity’ metrics
for the same plants, taking into account their capacity factor. Dashed lines with a slope of
0.5 guide the eye.

year-round, their marginal break-even cost decreases by $50/kW, $130/kW, and
$340/kW, respectively, as they accumulate operational costs during periods of
low prices. This loss of value is especially important for plants with high VOM
costs which already have a lower capital cost threshold.

Thermal storage increases the capacity factor of the plants and modifies
the operational patterns of the cores and PCSs. In equivalent cases in the same
scenario, adding the option to build thermal storage for $22/kWhth increases the
capacity factors of the plants (core) to 98.4% (98.6%), 94.7% (95.5%), and 86%
(90%) for the three reference reactor designs. Correspondingly, this mitigates
the penalties of inflexibility: forcing the core to operate at full capacity decreases
the marginal value by just $12/kW, $67/kW, and $150/kW, for the optimistic,
mid-range, and pessimistic cores, respectively. See Fig. S5 for the value of
dispatchable operation as a function of capacity penetration.

Figure 7 also shows the levelized cost of electricity (lcoe) for these plants.
If the capital cost of a plant Cplant and fixed charge rate fCR are known as well
as the variable cost πV OM,total and annual capacity factor fcapacity, one can
compute

lcoe =
CplantfCR

8760 fcapacity
+ πV OM,total. (1)

Here we take the capital cost of the plants to be equal to the marginal value
at the given capacity penetration. As long as the plants are dispatchable, the
maximum allowable lcoe increases with the variable cost, even as the maximum
allowable capacity investment cost (Figure 4) falls. This effect is due to the
distribution of electricity prices: plants make most of their revenues in relatively
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Figure 8: [Behavior of fusion plants throughout the year.] Optimal hourly operational behavior
of the fusion cores and PCSs for plants with mid-range cores with and without a TSS option, in
one typical zone of a medium market opportunity scenario with a total system fusion capacity
of 50GW. Part (a) shows the load in the zone, (b) shows the price, parts (c) and (e) shows
thermal power output of the core normalized by its peak power, parts (d) and (g) show the
net generation of the plant normalized by its long-run capacity, and part (f) shows the state
of energy storage in the TSS measured in hours of the peak thermal capacity of the core. See
also Figures S39 and S40 for operation of the other reference plants with and without thermal
storage.

few hours of the year. It also shows that the equilibrium capacity penetration,
and more generally, the merits of a plant for an electricity system, cannot be
determined solely by the lcoe.

7. Annual and daily operation cycles

Figure 8 shows the operation of mid-range fusion plants in the medium
market opportunity scenario with 50GW of fusion capacity. Parts (c) and (e)
show the operation of the cores and the normalized net output of the plants.
In times such as the spring and fall where loads (a) and prices (b) are lower
and solar power is available during the day, the plants follow a diurnal cycle,
decreasing their output during the solar peak. During the periods of decreased
output the plant is generally not shut off; rather, the power conversion system
(PCS) is operated at levels approaching the minimum power level of 40%.

With a thermal storage system (TSS), the core runs during the solar peak,
drawing electricity from the grid and storing heat while the PCS operates at
its minimum capacity. In the evening, the oversized PCS draws power from the
core and from storage, allowing plant to export power at 145% of its nominal
(long-run) capacity.
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Figure 9: [Fusion plants interacting with other resources on an hourly timescale.] Operation
of the whole electricity system during four days in February, for cases in the medium market
opportunity scenario with 100GW of mid-range fusion plants. At left, a case where the plants
do not have a TSS; at right, a medium-cost thermal storage ($22/kWth) can be built. Parts
(a) and (b) show the generation by resources in the system, as well the nominal load; parts (c)
and (d) show the sinks of power including energy storage and the fusion recirculating power,
and parts (e) and (f) quantify the total thermal power of the fusion cores for which a pulse
begins in each hour. Part (f) also shows the state of charge in the fusion thermal storage
systems. In both cases, heat is produced by the cores at a constant rate, but with storage, the
output of the plants are modulated daily by storing and discharging heat. Without the TSS,
the fusion plants decrease their output when the variable renewables are sufficient. With the
TSS, the fusion plants store their heat output during the day and release it at night.
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The impact of a thermal storage system on operation can be seen further
in Figure 9, which compares the behavior of plants with and without a TSS.
Without a TSS, the pulses of the fusion fleet (shown in Part (e)) are staggered so
that together they produce nearly constant power output (a), other than during
daylight hours when their output is reduced. With a TSS, the precise timing
of the pulses (shown in part (f)) is less important because the TSS buffers the
PCS. Within the model, at least at this time, there is not a strong incentive to
stagger the pulses. The TSS is filled and emptied on a diurnal cycle (part (f))
in order to generate power preferentially during the afternoon and night (part
(b)). Incorporating a TSS with fusion also reduces the role of lithium battery
storage. Less total battery capacity is required (Fig. S28) and as seen here, less
charging and discharging takes place.

8. Regional opportunities for fusion

Fig 10 shows the most valuable places for 100GW of fusion energy to be
built (a) and produce energy (b) in the high market opportunity scenario. It
is built preferentially in eastern and northern regions, likely due to the higher
population density and lower resource potential of solar and wind there com-
pared to regions further west. Compared to the equivalent case without fusion,
it leads to fewer new transmission lines (c) needing to be constructed and (d)
less energy generated from solar, NG-CCS and wind.

In the low and medium market opportunity scenarios, fusion is sited in
similar regions. Less new transmission is required in these scenarios, and as the
first 100GW of fusion mostly substitute for new-build fission, the direct effect
on transmission is limited; see also Figure S6.

9. Discussion

There are six major implications of this study. First, fusion could be a major
firm resource for the US Eastern Interconnection, providing an annual net value
of tens of billions of dollars, especially if renewables and storage, nuclear fission,
or gas with carbon capture and storage fail to reach their cost targets. As an
example, in the medium and high market opportunity scenarios, a plant with
costs like that of ARIES-AT38 (see Figure 4) would have equilibrium capacities
of more than 100GW, but zero in the low market opportunity scenario. In
particular, fission is the primary competitor to fusion, so fusion stakeholders
should closely monitor its development as well as trends in public acceptance
of each. The United States may wish to consider fusion as a hedge for its
energy portfolio40 in case fission and other competitor resources fail to emerge.
Alternately, it could develop the technology for export, especially for locations
where land availability or safety concerns limit the viability of renewables and
fission.

Second, the value of a fusion plant depends strongly on its marginal cost of
net power generation (or variable operations and maintenance cost), so fusion
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Figure 10: [Map of electricity resource deployment and production.] Generation capacity,
transmission capacity, and annual production of each resource type in the high market oppor-
tunity scenario, for cases with 100GW of mid-range fusion reactors (top) and without fusion
(bottom). Fusion capacity is mostly along the eastern seaboard, where it is built (parts (a)
versus (c)) instead of solar, wind, NG-CCS, and batteries and (parts (b) versus (d)) displaces
a portion of their electricity production. The quantity of new transmission built (parts (a)
versus (c)) is significantly smaller with the addition of fusion as a firm resource. See also
Figures S35–S38 for maps of fusion deployment in other scenarios.
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developers must take into account the costs of operating and maintaining future
reactors, not only the capital cost. However, if fusion plants are dispatchable,
then even a simple levelized cost of energy (lcoe) calculation which incorporates
both fixed and variable costs does not capture all the complexities. For two plant
designs with the same lcoe, the one with the higher variable cost (and lower
capital and fixed costs) would reach a larger equilibrium capacity penetration.
This suggests some changes to how plants should be designed, if one’s goal is
to maximize fusion capacity. If designs were optimized for lcoe in the past,
then on the margin, more weight should be given to reducing capital costs
at the expense of higher variable costs. This could mean using less durable
components or subjecting components to higher loads, even if they must be
replaced more often. This argument, along with the sustained periods of low
prices in the models during spring and fall (Figure 8(b)), suggests that rather
than the typical proposed maintenance cycles of, for example, four to six months
followed by two years of operation41, a plant with annual maintenance which
is limited to the periods of low electricity prices could be an attractive option.
While the model in this study neglects the needs for maintenance, a detailed
assessment of the lost value due to these scheduled outages will be the subject
of a future paper.

The above argument to trade capital costs for variable costs depends on fu-
sion plants being dispatchable. The value attributable to dispatchable operation
suggests that even fundamentally steady-state plants should either be designed
with the ability to throttle their power output (once per day, on roughly half
the days in the year, would be sufficient) or coupled to a more flexible power
conversion system though a thermal storage system.

Third, plant value depends only weakly on the particulars of an hourly-scale
pulse cycle when examined with an hourly resolution. If the technical challenges
of pulsed tokamaks can be overcome, their varying output would not impose a
significant penalty on their value, though future work should examine their
integration with the grid on finer spatial and temporal scales42.

Fourth, while not studied explicitly, the strong dependence of plant value on
variable cost suggests that multiple classes of fusion plants at different locations
on the capital–variable cost frontier could coexist.

Fifth, our study finds that the equilibrium capacity penetration of fusion
increases significantly with relatively small decreases in the cost of a marginal
plant. This suggests that if cost targets for an initial market penetration can be
met, further cost decreases driven by incremental improvements and learning-
by-doing could allow fusion to reach a much higher capacity.

Finally, integrated thermal storage such as molten salt increases the plant
value by a modest amount by better serving daily demand cycles. It would be
especially valuable while the total fusion capacity is small, and would further
be valuable if early plants need to operate in a quasi-steady-state mode (for
example due to a limited tolerance for thermal cycling). For an initial market
penetration, as long as the power conversion system remains dispatchable, the
core need not be.

This study has several limitations due to the nature of the GenX capacity
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expansion model and our method of using it. First, our study cannot address
the question of the optimum unit size for fusion plants as all costs are assumed
to scale linearly with capacity. While magnetic fusion concepts like tokamaks
and stellarators tend to multi-gigawatt scales when optimizing for the minimum
cost-per-watt, the procuring utilities have finite ability to finance project costs,
and maximum scales may be limited by concerns about the stability of the
grid43 should a plant suffer an unplanned outage. However, the question of
the optimum unit size is distinct from the cost thresholds we have determined.
For our study of plants with thermal storage systems, economies of scale would
affect the optimal capacity ratios for the core, power conversion system, and
storage.

Second, the temporal and spatial resolution of the simulations are likely
somewhat favorable to fusion. The hourly time basis used here does not resolve
the details of a tokamak pulse cycle. Future work could use finer steps to resolve
any start-up power flows from the grid, which could lead to price spikes. Simi-
larly, the coarse spatial resolution underestimates the challenges of integrating
pulsed reactors with the grid34.

Third, GenX optimizes capacity expansion for a long-run equilibrium, but
the energy transition is dynamic. The two modeled capacity expansion cycles,
which represent 15 yr, each use a single representative year with perfect foresight
and rational decision-making. We ignore cost-decreasing learning effects, which
could lead to “technology lock-in” if, for example, small modular fission reactors
are successfully mass-produced and adopted. We implicitly assume that fusion
becomes available just as electricity demand grows, as opposed to adoption
being driven by retirements from the existing fleet44, and ignore limitations to
fusion’s growth rate due to finite tritium stocks45.

Fourth, in our studies, the electricity system is not coupled with wider en-
ergy markets, and fuel costs are both fixed throughout the year and independent
of demand. Conversely, applications of fusion energy other than electricity gen-
eration, such as co-production of industrial heat or hydrogen, could add value
to fusion plants, but these opportunities are not studied. Neither is the use of
fusion to re-power existing thermal plants8, which could reduce capital costs
and make fusion easier to site.

Finally, we assume perfect availability for fusion with no unscheduled down-
time and no need for scheduled maintenance periods. The latter is a planned
topic of study.

10. Experimental Procedures

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and materials should be di-
rected to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jacob A. Schwartz (jacobas@
princeton.edu).
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

Data for this paper, as well as the code used for analyses, are archived at
the Princeton Dataspace46. A branch of GenX v0.2.047 was used for the model
runs. GenX is available at https://github.com/GenXProject/GenX.

10.1. Modeling technique

We studied the value of fusion plants of various designs in a United States
Eastern Interconnect electricity system with net-zero CO2 emissions during a
period representing 2036–2050. While this period is somewhat early for a signif-
icant build-out of commercial fusion plants, it was chosen as a compromise due
to the increasing uncertainty associated with periods further into the future.

We used the GenX capacity expansion and operations code13. Given a rep-
resentation of the electricity system, described as a set of geographic zones,
transmission networks between zones, hourly loads, hourly availability profiles
for variable renewable resources and time-shiftable loads, sets of existing re-
sources, and resources which could be built, it determines the sets of resources
to be built or retired and the hourly operation of each resource in order to
minimize the annual cost of the electricity system. The model contains 20 ge-
ographic zones, each describing one or more of the regions based on the EPA
Integrated Planning Model (IPM v6) regions48 in the Eastern Interconnection.
A full year (8760 h) of hourly operation is modeled.

We examined three main scenarios with differing costs of resources other
than fusion; we refer to these as the low, medium, and high fusion market
opportunity scenarios. Each scenario has the same load profiles, but different
quantities of time-shiftable loads. Input data are from a variety of sources,
including PUDL49 and the NREL Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) 202150.
Eleven variant scenarios are also described in the SI.

For each of the three main scenarios, in order to determine the resources
existing at the start of the 2036–2050 period, we performed a simulation repre-
senting the years 2021–2035, without the net-zero CO2 constraint; the generator
capacity expansion results were used as inputs for the subsequent model runs.

10.2. Resource cost and operational assumptions

Table 2 lists the capital costs of the resources which can be built in the
2036–2050 simulations. Capital costs, fixed operational costs, variable opera-
tional costs, and heat rates for new-build technologies in the medium and high
market opportunity scenarios generally follow the ‘Moderate’ cost assumptions
from the ATB, while the low market opportunity scenario generally follows the
‘Advanced’ cost assumptions. Capital costs are taken to be the average of those
in the period 2036–2050.

Exceptions are metal-air batteries, which are not listed in the ATB and for
which we use cost and performance assumptions from51, and NG-CCS plants.
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Table 2: Median capital costs of generation and storage in $/kW and $/kWh in 2036–2050 for
the three market scenarios, the real weighted average cost of capital (WACC) in % for each
technology, and the assumed lifetime in years. Low-cost fission is used only in the so-named
variant scenarios.

Low Medium High Real WACC Lifetime

Utility-scale Solar PV 536 686 686 2.57 30
Onshore wind 586 826 826 3.00 30
Offshore wind 1603 1918 1918 3.21 30
ZCF-CT 787 787 787 3.34 30
ZCF-CC 942 942 942 3.34 30
NG-CCS 2318 2318 2318 3.34 30
Fission 4176 6233 9348 3.34 40
Fission (low-cost) 3740 4986 6233 3.34 40

Li batteries - power 80 187 187 2.57 15
Li batteries - storage 86 117 117 2.57 15
Metal-air batteries - power 800 1200 2000 2.57 25
Metal-air batteries - storage 8 12 20 2.57 25

Because only the ‘Conservative’ cost and performance assumptions for NG-CCS
in the ATB assume a conventional combined cycle plant (rather than a fuel cell
or an interpolation between the two), we use the conservative case as our base-
line for this category of plant. NG-CCS cost and performance parameters are
adjusted further to reflect the requirement of 100% carbon capture efficiency in
our system, an increase from the 90% efficiency assumed in the ATB: capital
cost is increased by $116/kW, heat rate by 0.365, fixed OM by $9.67/(kWyr),
and variable OM by 7.6%. We further consider the need for CO2 transport and
storage infrastructure, the cost of which varies by model zone. CO2 pipeline
construction costs are added to NG-CCS plant investment costs, and are cal-
culated using methodology developed in52, assuming an average plant size of
500MW, a 100% utilization rate, and a length equal to the distance between the
largest major metro area in each GenX zone and the edge of the nearest CO2

injection basin. Variable injection costs per ton of CO2 are added to NG-CCS
plant variable operational costs, and vary by injection basin. CO2 pipeline costs
by GenX zone are listed in Table S3.

Costs for the ZCF combustion turbine (CT) and closed cycle gas turbine
(CC) correspond to those of the “Natural Gas FE CT” and “Natural Gas FE
CC”, respectively. Capital costs of these combustion plants do not vary by
scenario, but the fuel costs do; see Table 3.

Fission costs in the medium fusion opportunity scenario are from the “mod-
erate” ATB scenario, which are from the EIA Annual Energy Outlook 202153.
The low and high market opportunity scenarios use 2⁄3 and 3⁄2 of this cost, re-
spectively, and the three low-cost nuclear scenarios use 3⁄5, 4⁄5, and 5⁄5 of this
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Table 3: Fuel costs and total variable costs in $/MMBTU and $/MWh, respectively, in
2036–2050, for the three market opportunity scenario classes.

Low Medium High

ZCF-CT 10.81 110.01 14.41 145.00 19.21 191.66
ZCF-CC 10.81 70.49 14.41 93.39 19.21 123.92
NG-CCS 2.75 33.20 3.75 40.72 6.50 61.39
Fission 0.73 9.96 0.73 9.96 0.73 9.96
Li batteries 0.15 0.15 0.15
Metal-air storage 0 0 0
Fusion: PCS operation 1.74 1.74 1.74

cost, respectively.
Lithium ion batteries have charge and discharge efficiencies of 0.92 each and

metal-air storage has charge and discharge efficiencies of 0.65 each, for round-
trip efficiencies of 0.85 and 0.42, respectively.

Resources have an additional cost to account for transmission spur lines, with
regional costs from $3686 per MW-mile to $6320 per MW-mile. The length of
the spur lines is shown in Table S4; wind and solar have variable spur line
lengths and costs from a method developed for the Net-Zero America study52.

Table 3 lists the fuel costs and total variable costs of the resources in the
2036–2050 cases in the fusion market opportunity scenario classes. The total
variable cost includes the cost of the fuel and the variable OM cost of the plant
itself. The two ZCF fuel resources nominally use the same type of fuel, but the
ZCF-CC plant is more efficient, so its total variable cost is lower. For fusion we
list the variable OM cost of the power conversion system (PCS) only. This cost
is incurred proportional to the gross generation, so for a fusion plant with 50%
recirculating power the PCS variable OM cost would be twice as high per net
MWhe. The fusion plant also has a VOM cost for the core operation, but these
vary by the reactor design: see Table 1 of the main paper.

Zonal costs for conventional fuel types are from the EIA Annual Energy Out-
look53. Natural gas costs for the Low, Medium, and High market opportunity
cases are taken from the AEO’s high oil and gas supply, reference, and low oil
and gas supply cases, respectively. The nature of the zero-carbon fuel is not
explicit, but the cost of ZCF in the Medium market opportunity scenario is set
equal to the average H2 cost in the three high-electrification scenarios in the
Net-Zero America report52, $15.20/GJ. ZCF costs in the Low and High market
opportunity cases are 2⁄3 and 3⁄2 of this value, respectively.

Power flow between resources and loads inside zones is considered to be loss-
less; this is sometimes called the copper-plate assumption. Power flow between
zones is limited by the inter-regional transmission capacity. These start at 2020
values. The capacity of each route can be expanded by up to 150% or 1.5GW,
whichever is larger. This assumption is somewhat arbitrary, but even either
forbidding new transmission or allowing unlimited transmission does not affect
the value of fusion by more than $150/kW in the medium market opportunity
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scenario or more than 900/kW in the high market opportunity scenario; see
Figure S6. Costs per GW-mile for transmission are dependent on the regions
connected. The existing transmission capacity and maximum possible capacities
are listed in Table S6. Transmission losses are linear with the power transmitted
between zones.

10.3. Pulsed tokamak plant model

When assessing costs, such as the value of the core (as in Figure 6), the core
represents not just the fusion chamber itself, but all parts of the plant other
than the TSS and PCS. The structure of the implementation motivates the
component definitions. The core represents most of the plant: the reactor itself,
maintenance facilities, land, parking lots, waste storage, and so on. The model
PCS includes some heat exchangers, the turbines, generators, and heat rejection
systems. Its costs are assumed to scale linearly with its rated power capacity.
Any heat exchangers upstream of the TSS are part of the core. The model TSS
includes tanks required for inter-hourly energy storage, but does not include
additional piping, heat exchangers, or other systems which affect the input or
output power capacity of the storage system; those are part of the core. The
TSS costs scale linearly with the energy storage capacity. The core also includes
any intra-hourly energy storage systems which are required for interfacing with
the PCS.

In a real reactor, certain components may need to be replaced due to cyclic
fatigue rather than damage from cumulative neutron exposure; this could be
modeled by adding a finite cost to start a pulse, but it is not implemented here.
In this study the fusion plant is operated at its maximum cadence throughout
most of the year, so pricing the pulse start in addition to the heat generated
would lead to little difference in operation.

Reference reactors

The pessimistic core loosely models a plant similar to DEMO (which is not
a competitive commercial power plant31,54). The two-hour total cycle time is a
rounding down of the ∼ 8000 s total cycle time including a 2 h flat-top, and the
0.15 h dwell time is a rounding down of the < 10 minute length, both listed in
Table 3 of the overview paper by Federici et al31. The active and recirculating
power fractions are both set to 0.2. Together these represent an improvement
on the 475MW and 392MW of total recirculating power demands required by
the steady state electrical systems during the burn flat-top and dwell period,
respectively, as estimated as the “active power” for the HCPB design (Figure
15 and Table 6) by Gaio et al42. Note that here “active” is in contrast to
reactive power. For the “indirect” coupling configuration between the fusion
core and PCS, the gross electric power is 900MW, so this would translate to a
rpass = 0.435 and ract = 0.092. In our model moving a fixed quantity from rpass
to ract is always beneficial, so ract = rpass = 0.2 is strictly an improvement. The
start power and start energy fractions are roughly estimated from the size of the
loads of the DEMO pulsed power electrical network (PPEN)34. The variable
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operations and maintenance cost is estimated by applying the Sheffield costing
method9 to a 2015 version of DEMO55 and computing the costs of blanket
and divertor replacement; this came to $7.3/MWhth and was rounded down to
$5/MWhth.

The mid-range core is based off the pessimistic core, but with a pulse cycle
duration of 4 h and with recirculating power parameters half as large as those of
the pessimistic core. Its πV OM,th is the average of those of the two other cores.

The optimistic core is based on an optimistic view of the ARC reactor15,33.
The 2020 ARC design point33 describes it as having roughly 30 minute pulses;
this is changed to 1 h in order to fit in our hour-based model; the dwell time
was increased proportionally. It has a total recirculating power of 4.3%33, no
external start power, and a variable operations and maintenance cost arbitrarily
set at 1/5th that of the pessimistic core. Though this model must start a pulse
every hour, because there is zero start energy and start power this is not a
significant burden; we call it “optimistic” due to its low total VOM cost.

Table 1 lists parameters for the fusion plant which can be derived from
the core and power conversion system parameters, assuming that the plant is
operated at its maximum capacity. The core active fraction

fact =

(
1− tdw

tpu

)
. (2)

is the fraction of the time that the core is producing heat, and when the active
recirculating power is required. The core net capacity factor

fnetavgcap = fact (1− ract)− rpass −
estart
tpu

. (3)

is the ratio of the time-averaged net electric power produced to the gross electric
power generation capacity. The core peak thermal capacity capthpeak is related

to the plant time-average net electrical capacity capelnet,

capelnet = ηdischarge fnetavgcap cap
th
peak. (4)

In this paper, the fusion plant capacity penetration is specified in terms of
capelnet. This allows a comparison between cores with different operational char-
acteristics. The marginal cost of net generation

πV OM,total =
fact

(
πV OM,th + ηdischargeπV OM

)
ηdischargefnetavgcap

(5)

reflects the variable operations and maintenance cost for the core and generator,
taking into account the recirculating power and dwell times. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, for plants without a thermal storage system, the required total plant cost
is largely determined by this quantity. Finally, the recirculating power fraction

frecirc =
factract + rpass + estart/tpu

fact
. (6)
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is the fraction of the gross power generated which must be used to operate the
device itself. This can be related to the plant’s time-averaged engineering gain
Qeng

56:
Qeng = (1− frecirc)/frecirc. (7)

10.4. Plant cost threshold determinations

In this paper we determine the relationship between the cost of fusion and
its equilibrium capacity penetration in the electricity system. While perhaps
the most straightforward method would be to find the capacity penetration as a
function of cost, here we find the cost as a function of the capacity penetration.
The method employed is not entirely straightforward, but has some advantages
in practice, and ultimately achieves the same results.

The most obvious method would have been to set a trial cost for the fusion
core and solve the capacity expansion problem to determine the total fusion
capacity in the optimized electricity system. While this method is conceptually
straightforward, it has a minor disadvantage: if the cost of fusion core was too
high, no fusion plants would be built, wasting a several-hour computation. Addi-
tionally, finding the cost threshold for an initial penetration into the market—a
key metric for fusion commercialization—becomes a root-finding problem.

Instead we use a method5–7 that determines the marginal value of a plant as a
function of its capacity penetration. Unless the user requests an extremely large
fusion capacity penetration (beyond 350GW in the scenarios described here),
this method always results in a nonzero marginal value for fusion energy. It is
thus arguably more efficient in its use of compute time. There are two additional
advantages. First, differences in the operational parameters of the plant (such
as those explored in Fig. 3) directly translate into differences in value, rather
than differences in the equilibrium capacity penetration. We believe this to be a
more relevant metric for fusion developers and policymakers. Second, the value-
based approach perhaps has a conceptual advantage, in that it disentangles the
question of the cost of a plant from the notion of its value to the system as a
whole. The method is explained below.

The plant is composed of the core, PCS, and TSS. In each case, the in-
vestment cost and fixed operations and maintenance costs of the fusion core
are set to zero, and the total net fusion capacity in the system is fixed by a
constraint. The value of the fusion core is calculated as the dual value of this
constraint: the amount by which the model’s objective function would decrease
given a relaxation of the constraint by one unit. Because system costs would
decline by this amount were an additional unit of fusion core capacity deployed
in the system, this can equivalently be interpreted as the minimum cost that
the fusion core could have for this deployment to be profitable. For equilibrium
market conditions in GenX the profit of a marginal plant is exactly zero, and
so we can interpret the core value at a specified total fusion penetration as the
exact core cost at which fusion would naturally achieve that penetration in a
competitive market. For plants without a TSS the ratio of fusion core capacity
to PCS capacity is fixed. The sum of the (known) annual PCS cost and the core
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value is the maximum annual cost of the whole fusion plant, which includes the
annualized investment cost and the fixed operations and maintenance costs. We
refer to this as the plant value, or equivalently, the threshold cost for a marginal
plant. In cases where a TSS is allowed, a precise equivalent to this quantity
cannot be determined by simply adding its costs, since the ratios of PCS and
TSS capacities to fusion core capacities vary strongly as a function of the fusion
capacity penetration. Instead we refer solely to the value of the core itself.

As a check of this system value method we performed a run (using the
“straightforward” method) with the cost of the fusion core set equal to the
marginal value previously determined at 100GW of capacity penetration. The
optimal fusion capacity was 99.77GW. The imperfection is due to finite toler-
ances in the optimizer.

Supplemental information description

The supplemental information (SI) describes the model configuration, eco-
nomic parameters, and other input data for the main scenarios, and for eleven
variant scenarios not discussed in the main text. It contains a formal descrip-
tion of the fusion plant implementation and a full set of input parameters. The
SI also includes additional outputs: plots of added value and relative compo-
nent sizes of fusion plants with thermal storage, capacity and energy production
mixes for the various scenarios, maps showing where fusion plants are built, and
charts showing the operational behaviors of the other reference plants.
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